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Form No. (J) 3HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN APPEALDistrict:   KAMRUP.  

IN THE COURT OF CIVIL JUDGE NO. 3, KAMRUP, GUWAHATI.Present:- Sri S. K. Poddar, A.J.S.   Civil Judge No. 3, Kamrup, Guwahati.  
Thurs  day, the 28  th   Day of February, 2013.  

Title Appeal No. 20/2012

Shri Rishi Dev Choubey ……..           Appellant/plaintiff.                                             -Versus-Shri Pancham Pandit & Ors    ........ Respondents/Defendants.
This appeal coming on for final hearing on 29.01.2013 in the presence of –Mr. Thaneswar Sarma &Mr. H.K. Sarma,            ……               Advocates/Pleaders for Appellant.Mr. Samnur Ali &Mr. N.Bharali               .......                Advocate/Pleader for Respondent.And having stood for consideration to this day, the Court delivered the following Judgment:-

J U D G M E N T1. This appeal under Order 41 Rule 2 read with Section 96  of the  CPC  has  been  preferred  by  the  plaintiff/appellant  against  the judgment and decree dated 25/01/12 passed by learned Munsiff No. 1, Kamrup, Guwahati in Title Suit No. 796/06.              2. On  receipt  of  the  appeal  memo,  notice  was  issued  to  the defendants/respondents and case record of Title Suit No. 796/2006 was 
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called  for.  Respondents  appeared  through  their  engaged  advocate  and contested the appeal.                                                               ………. Contd… at P/23. I  have  heard  learned  advocates  for  both  the  sides,  gone through the appeal memo and the case record of Title Suit No. 796/2006. 4. The facts leading to the Title Suit No. 796/06, in brief, are that father of the plaintiff  namely Parashu Ram Choubey came to occupy a plot of land measuring 4 Katha 5 Lechas covered by Dag no.377/1020 of Annul  Patta  no.  41 situated  at  village-  Ulubari  and his  name was also included in the Chitha prepared for the said land. It is further pleaded that his father constructed initially a thatched house and subsequently in the year 1992, Assam type House over the said 4 Katha 5 Lechas of land immediately  after  coming  into  possession,  and  the  said  house  was assessed in the municipality. His father obtained water connection to the said premise. It is also pleaded that the father of the defendant nos. 1, 2 and  3  namely,  late  Mukh  Ram  Bhagat  in  consideration  of  the  long possession of the plaintiff’s father, orally donated  10 Lessas of land in favour of  the plaintiff’s  father  and thus plaintiff’s  father,  Parashu Ram Choubey became the owner of the suit premise.  It  is also pleaded that plaintiff’s father breathed his last in the suit premise and that plaintiff was born in the suit premise; as such they are in possession of the same since a very long time. It is also pleaded that the defendant no. 4, M/S Swarnali  Construction  was  constructing  some  residential  flats  and  as such they approached the plaintiff to allow them to use a portion of his 10 Lechas of land as road and in turn they agreed to give one flat in the newly constructed building, but the said defendant no. 4 did not honour the said agreement.  It is alleged that the defendants are now trying to dispossess  him  from  the  suit  premise  and  hence  this  suit  for  the declaration of  his  possessory as  well  as  ownership right over the suit premise and for permanent injunction restraining the defendants from entering upon the suit premise.5. The  defendants  appeared  and  contested  the  suit  by  filing written statement and defendant nos. 1 to 3 also preferred counter claim and prayed for the eviction of the plaintiff from the suit premise. Apart 
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from usual pleas of non maintainability of the suit in present form both on law and facts, the defendants denied the                       ………. Contd… at P/3pleading of the plaintiff and submitted that the land measuring 1 Bigha 1 Katha 1 Lechas, of which the suit land is a part, was originally owned by their grandfather, Lt. Bihari Kumar and after his death their father, Mukh Ram Bhagat became the owner of the said land. The defendants further pleaded that the plaintiff’s  father came to the suit  premise in the year 1961 and requested the father of the defendants to allow him to stay over the suit land and accordingly their father (Mukh Ram Bhagat) allowed the plaintiff’s  father  (Parashu  Choubey)  to  stay  over  the  thatched  house standing over a plot of land measuring about 7 Lechas (suit land of the counter  claim and  more  particularly  described  in  the  schedule  of  the counter claim). The aforesaid 7 Lechas of land is a part of the 10 Lechas of  land claimed by the plaintiff.   The defendants also pleaded that the plaintiff’s  father  was thus  a  permissive  occupier  in respect  of  the suit premise  as  shown  in  counter  claim.  It  is  further  pleaded  that  the plaintiff’s father requested the defendant’s father to replace the thatched roof by CI Sheet which was allowed and accordingly the earlier thatched house was repaired and renovated.  The defendants  have pleaded that they  had  requested  the  plaintiff  to  vacate  the  suit  premise  on  many occasions, but the plaintiff refused to vacate the same. As such defendants have preferred the counter claim praying for eviction of the plaintiff from the suit premise.6. On the above pleadings, both the sides went on trial with the following issues :-

1. Whether there is cause of action for the suit ?

2. Whether  the  suit  is  maintainable  in  the  present  form  and  

manner ?

3. Whether the predecessor of  the defendant Nos.  1 to 3 orally  

transferred the suit land to the predecessor of the plaintiff  in the  

year 1989 and if so, then whether this transfer is a valid one ?  

4. Whether  the  plaintiff  acquired  any  possessory  right,  or  

ownership right over the suit land ?
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5. Whether the plaintiff is entitled to the decrees as prayed for, if  

so, then, to what relief/reliefs is the plaintiff entitled to? . Contd at P/4

Counter Claim :-

6. Whether there is any cause of action for the counter-claim ?

7. Whether the counter-claim is maintainable in the present form  

and manner ?

8. Whether the defendant Nos. 1 to 3 have got any right, title and  

interest in respect of the schedule-A property ?

9. Whether  the  plaintiff  is  liable  to  be  evicted  as  he  is  the  

permissive possessor under the defendant Nos. 1 to 3 in respect of  

the suit land ?

10. Whether the defendant Nos. 1 to 3 are entitled to the decrees as  

prayed for, if so, to what reliefs are they entitled to?7. During  trial,  both  sides  adduced  oral  and  documentary evidence. Upon consideration of the evidence and documents,  Ld. Trial Court  was  pleased to  dismiss  the  suit  of  the  plaintiff  and allowed the counter-claim of the defendants for eviction of the plaintiff from the suit land. 8. Against the impugned judgment and decree, the appellant/plaintiff has preferred the instant appeal on the following amongst all together xxv grounds taken in appeal memo:-
a) That the Ld.  Trial  Court  has  failed  to  consider  the fact that  

plaintiff's suit relates to Dag No. 1020 (new) whereas the defendant  

has filed the counter-claim for eviction of the plaintiff from the suit  

land covered by Dag No. 1021 (new);

b) That the Ld. Trial Court has failed to consider the evidence that  

there is difference of quantity of land under the possession of the  

plaintiff;

c) That the Ld. Trial Court has failed to consider the Ext-2 Chitha  

in which the name of the father of the plaintiff  was written as a  

possessor of the suit land in proper perspective;d) That the Ld. Trial Court has failed to consider the Exts-1, 3, 5  

and 6 which show allotment of separate holding in favour of the  
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plaintiff as well as the water connection given to the plaintiff vide  

Ext-4 and the electricity connection vide Exts-7 and 8;  .. Contd… at P/5

e) That the Ld. Trial Court has given precedence on oral evidence  

over the documentary evidence as tendered by the parties;

f) That Ld. Trial Court has failed to consider the statements made  

in the WS admitting the fact of possession of the plaintiff's father as  

being  allowed  by  the  defendants'  predecessor  over  the  suit  land  

since long 50 years;

g) That  Ld.  Trial  Court  has  also  failed  to  consider  the  revenue  

receipts;

h) That  Ld.  Trial  Court  did  not  discuss  the  evidence  in  proper  

perspective and has given undue importance to the evidence of the  

defendant side;

j) That  Ld.  Trial  Court  has  failed  to  consider  the  fact  that  

defendants have suppressed the material facts in their statement;

k) That  Ld.  Trial  Court  has  also  failed  to  consider  that  during  

pendency  of  the  suit,  the  defendants  have  obtained  the  patta  by  

suppressing the fact that the plaintiff is in possession over a part of  

the suit land;

l) That  Ld.  Trial  Court  has  committed  error  in  accepting  the  

inherent contradictions in the evidence of the defendant as well as  

the pleas taken in the WS;

m) That Ld. Trial Court has decided the issues wrongly so far the  

issues against the plaintiff are concerned. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION :-9. (i) Whether  the  judgment  passed  by Ld.  Trial  Court  is  just  and  

proper or needs any interference in this appeal ?10. In the course of  argument,  Mr.  Hemanta Kumar Sarma,  Ld. Advocate  for  the  appellant  while  reiterating  the  grounds  taken  in  the memo of appeal  has argued at length by referring various parts of the evidence  of  both  sides  and  respective  cross-examination  and  tried  to impress upon that the plaintiff is in possession of almost 7 to 10 lechas of land since long. As the plaintiff has come up with the relief of possessory 
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right  only,  court  should  not  have  ignored  the  admitted  fact  of  long possession of plaintiff through his father.                             ………. Contd… at P/6The other thrust of the argument is relating to conversion of the annual patta into periodic patta by suppressing the fact of admitted possession of the plaintiff over a part of the suit land. On the other hand,  Mr. Samnur Ali,  Ld. Advocate for the respondent has submitted that admittedly the plaintiff  is  a  permissive  occupier  under  the  father  of  the  present respondents and he has come up the suit for declaration of possessory right against true owner, the suit is not maintainable. It is the predecessor of the defendants who has allowed the father of the plaintiff to possess being  a  Brahmin and to  allow him to  perform Puja etc.  in  the  nearby Hanuman Temple. Such permission has not created any right in favour of the plaintiff to possess the suit land against the desire of the owner for unlimited period. Now, as defendants are in need of the land, they have prayed for eviction of the plaintiff from the suit land by filing a counter-claim and the Ld. Trial Court has rightly granted the decree by allowing the counterclaim and dismissed the suit. In view of above facts and law involved in this suit, let me re-appreciate the evidence issue-wise.11. Issue Nos. 1 and 6 :-  Issue No. 1 relates to cause of action for the suit and issue No. 6 relates to cause of action for the counter-claim. Ld. Trial  Court  has  taken  up  both  the  issues  together.  From  the  facts  as narrated while discussing the case of both sides, it is clear that there is a dispute between the parties regarding nature of the possession and right to  possess  the  suit  land.  Though  there  is  no  dispute  to  the  fact  that plaintiff  is  in  possession  over a  small  portion  of  the  land belonged to plaintiff, but there is dispute relating to the identity of the land by its Dag number. The facts as narrated in pleadings, clearly shows that both the sides have cause of action to institute the suit as well as the counter-claim for  getting  their  reliefs.  Ld.  Trial  Court  has  rightly  considered  those aspects and decided that both of them have cause of action to institute the suit as well the counter-claim. 12. Issue Nos. 2 & 7 :- Issue No. 2 relates to maintainability of the suit whereas issue No. 7 relates to maintainability of the counter-claim. 
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Plaintiff  has  come  up  for  declaration  for  possessory  right  whereas defendants have come up for eviction of the                      ………. Contd… at P/7plaintiff from the suit land. Admittedly the suit property belongs to the defendants and the plaintiff is  a permissive occupier. Though both sides have taken the plea of non-maintainability of the suit and counter-claim, but neither side has shown any cogent ground as to why the suit or the counter-claim are not  maintainable.  In  the  course  of  argument  though learned  advocate  for  respondent  argued  that  suit  for  declaration  of possessory  right  against  true  owner  is  not  maintainable,  but  for  that separate  issue  is  framed  and  this  aspect  will  be  discussed  in  the  said issue. Except this, prima facie materials show that both the suit and the counter-claim are maintainable in its  present  form. Ld.  Trial  Court has held both the issues in affirmative and correctly did so. I concur with the findings. 13. Issue No. 3 :- This issue relates to oral transfer of the suit land to  the  predecessor  of  the  plaintiff  in  the  year  1989 and  regarding  its validity. Admittedly the plaintiff is in possession through his father since 1960 onwards.  During evidence,  the plaintiff  as well  as the defendants have admitted this fact that the predecessor of the plaintiff has come to the suit land and the predecessor of the defendants being the owner of the suit land has allowed the plaintiff's father to remain over the suit land and to possess a part thereof. Presently, the plaintiff has filed the suit with the further pleading that the land under his possession since the days of his  father,  was  orally  gifted  by the  predecessor  of  the  defendants  and hence they became the owner of the land. There is no dispute that both the parties are Hindu by religion. In view of Section 123 of T.P. Act, a gift of immovable property cannot except without registered instrument. Oral gift  of  land  is  void  and  not  admissible  in  law.  Plaintiff  in  his  cross-examination  admitted  that  they  have  no  document  to  show  that  any writing  was  given  while  making  the  gift/donation  of  the  land  to  the plaintiff  or  their  predecessor.  Section  91  and  92  of  Evidence  Act  also excludes  oral  evidence  regarding  disposition  of  Immovable  property which need registration. The oral evidence relating to gift of the land is 
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thus not admissible in Evidence Act. As such, the plea of the plaintiff that suit land has been donated/gifted orally                             ………. Contd… at P/8cannot  be  accepted  as  admissible  evidence.  Ld.  Trial  Court,  while discussing this issue has considered these legal provisions in the proper perspective. 14. The other argument of the counsel for the appellant that after getting the land on gift, they have got separate municipal holding, water connection and electricity connection also cannot be accepted as those are not sufficient to create title in favour of plaintiff which is otherwise barred  by  law.  Plaintiff  has  not  filed  the  suit  either  for  protection  of possession under the provision of Assam Non-Agricultural Urban Areas Tenancy Act or by taking the plea of adverse possession. Simply they have come up for their possessory right on the strength of oral gift against true owner  which  is  otherwise  not  maintainable  in  law.  So,  answering  the issue in negative is just and proper. I concur with the findings of learned trial court.15. Issue No. 4 :- This  issue  relates  to  possessory  right  or ownership right over the suit land. From the reading of the evidence of the plaintiff as well as the pleadings, though it is clear that plaintiffs are in possession of the suit land for last 60 years through their father, but still as they have no valid document of transfer of title and as they have not pleaded for acquiring title by adverse possession, they cannot claim any better right against the true owner in the name of possessory right. In this case, the plaintiff has come up for their relief of possessory right against the true owner who have filed a counter-claim for eviction of plaintiff. PW 1 in his cross-examination specifically  admitted  that  Mukhram Bhagat, the  predecessor  of  defendant  was  the  owner  of  the  suit  land.  The preposition of law that ‘possession of a person is good against the whole world, but except against true owner’ is applicable here. In this case, the claim of the plaintiff is against the true owner by admitting the fact that the defendants are the owners of the land. Hence on this count alone, suit for  declaration  of  possessory  right  agansit  the  true  owner  is  not maintainable. 
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16.            During hearing on appeal memo, a question has been raised regarding conversion of annual patta to a                          ………. Contd… at P/9periodic  patta  by  the  defendant  during  possession  of  the  plaintiff. Virtually granting of patta is an act done by the revenue authorities in accordance  with  law  and  the  provision  of  ALRR.  Merely  allowing somebody to possess an annual patta do not disentitle the patta holder from  converting  the  said  annual  patta  to  periodic  patta.  In  this  case, though the plaintiff side has challenged the granting of annual patta only on the strength of their previous possession and non maintainability of counter-claim  for  suppression  of  above  facts  of  conversion,  but  this cannot be a ground of granting possessory relief or ownership right over the property.  Even if annual  patta was not converted to periodic patta then also plaintiff  would not have been in a better position in view of admission of ownership of defendant. The fact remains as it is i.e. patta issued in the name of the original pattadar i.e. in the name of Mukhram Bhagat  and  upon  his  death  in  the  name  of  his  legal  heirs  name  was included is in accordance with law. Annual patta land is transferable and inheritable.  As  such,  plaintiff  cannot  claim  any  possessory  right  or ownership right against the true owner either in annual patta land or in periodic patta land. While discussing this issue, the Ld. Trial Court has considered the evidence and the law in proper perspective. 17. Issue No. 8 :- This  issue relates  to  defendants'  right,  title  and interest  over the property.  In support  of  their  claims,  defendants  have submitted various documents and proved the same vide Exts-H, L, V and W showing their name in the revenue records and also conversion of the annual  patta  to  periodic  patta.  They also  proved copy of  Jamabandies. Even,  the  plaintiff  in  his  cross-examination  admitted  the  fact  that  the grand-father of the defendants was the owner of the suit land and on his death, the father of the defendants Mukhram Bhagat became the owner and  upon  the  death  of  Mukhram  Bhagat,  the  defendants  became  the owner  of  the  suit  property.  The  unchallenged  documents  of  the defendants  as  well  as  the  admission  of  the  plaintiff  in  his  cross-examination left no doubt that, it is the defendants who are the owners of 
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the suit land and Govt. has recognized their ownership by issuing periodic patta to them.                                                                           ………. Contd… at P/10So, without discussing any further evidence on that point, it can safely be held that the defendants are the owners of the suit land. While discussing this issue, learned trial court  has dealt with evidence in detail in correct perspective and arrived at right conclusion. I concur with the findings.18. Issue No. 9 :-  As stated, while discussing the issue Nos. 3, 4 and 8,  it  is  clear  that  the  defendants  are  the  owners  of  the  suit  land and plaintiff  has not acquired any right to possess the suit  land except the right of permissive occupier. Defendants being the owners now desire to get their land back by evicting the plaintiff and they have right to do so. Plaintiff has not acquired either possessory right or any prescriptive right over  the  suit  property  and  as  such,  he  cannot  claim  to  remain  in possession  over  the  suit  property  against  the  desire  of  the  original owners.  The  plaintiff  being  the  permissive  occupier  can  remain  in possession  of  the  property  only  till  the  actual  owner  desires  and  not beyond that. The permissive occupier has accrued no right to resist the owner from evicting him in due course of law.  In the present  suit,  the owners have filed the counter-claim for eviction and as the plaintiff has not acquired any right, he is liable for eviction from the suit land. Ld. Trial Court has rightly decided the issue. I concur with the findings. 19. Issue No. 5 :-  This issue relates to relief to plaintiff. In view of decision of Issue Nos. 3 and 4, plaintiff is not entitled for any relief. Ld. Trial Court has rightly refused to grant relief to the plaintiff.20. Issue No. 10 :- This issue relates to relief to defendants. In view of  decision of  Issue Nos.  6 to 9,  the defendants  are entitled to get the decree  as  prayed for.  Ld.  Trial  Court  has  rightly  decided this  issue  in favour of the defendants by declaring their right, title and interest over the suit land and also for recovery of possession by evicting the plaintiff. 21. It may be noted here that during argument, a point has been raised regarding the difference of dag number as to whether the suit land covers dag no. 1020 or 1021. Though several reference have been made to the sketch map etc. by both the sides, but without going into details 
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about  those  disputes  as  well  as  to  the  quantity  of  land  under  the possession of the plaintiff,                                                          ………. Contd… at P/11it  is  clear  that  plaintiff  is  in  his  possession  of  a  plot  of  land  having residence since long. In plaint though plaintiff shown the quantum of the land under his possession as 10 lechas but in evidence, he admitted that he  has  possession  over  7  lechas  of  land  approximately.  As  per  the defendant  side,  plaintiff  has  possession  over  about  2½  Lechas  only. However, there is no dispute that plaintiff is in possession of a land which belongs to the defendants. The identity of land in possession of plaintiff is not in dispute though its four boundary. Admittedly, the land in Dag No. 1020 as well as 1021 both belongs to defendants. As such, without going into minor details regarding the dag number over which the plaintiff is in possession, the suit land being identifiable by its four boundary, result of the suit shall be same. The discrepancy as pointed out has not caused any prejudice to either side. Hence this matter remained as it is by passing the decree on the land as shown in counterclaim. 22. In the result, I hold that the grounds taken in appeal memo are not tenable and devoid of merit and as such, the appeal is dismissed on contest with cost. 

O R D E R 23. The appeal is dismissed on contest with cost. The judgment and decree passed by Ld.  Trial  Court  on 25/01/2012 in Title  Suit  No. 786/06 is affirmed and upheld.24. Prepare the decree within 15 days from today accordingly.25. Send down the case record of T.S. No. 796/2006 to learned Munsiff No. 1, Kamrup, Guwahati with a copy of this judgment.Given under  my hand and seal  of  this  court  on this  28th day of 

February, 2013.  Dictated & Corrected by me,
          Civil Judge No. 3,                                                  Civil Judge No. 3,
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        Kamrup, Guwahati.                                             Kamrup, Guwahati.


